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Under the impetus of the antipoverty programs, of the 1960s, nunrrous well.-

meaning- people--both ,practitioners of human service delivery and social eceen-

tists--turned their attenticri to the problem of communicating helpfully to the

U.S. urban poor. The concerns were many but fit within two central questions:

(I) Why aren't we reaching `the urban, poor now? (2) How can we reach the urban

pobrbetter?.I

The focus, then, has been on effective communication. To this end, both

rese

the

.

archers/To d practitioners have atter!rpted to describe 'the
, /

urbcg,paor receive and process messages in the hopes of
.

descriptions some' guidance for communicating. Nk

qontext within which

drawing from these

_While in the mid-sixties it could be said that there were relatively-few re-

search results available that focused on the problem of communicating to Ale

urban poor, 2 the same cannot be said for the mid-seventies. A substantial 'body
, , .

of literature had accumulated 3 / The volume is so great, in fact; that one-would
,

expect to find a lot of guidance for the practitioner interested in improving the- . a

*The, issue of who the "poor" are will be discussed in some detail .later,
in this paper. For the moment, the consensually*acCepte.d definition
of."those with low incomes" or those who are "economically deprived"
is used, The number of individuals who are "poor" varies, of course,
depending on the baseline used for economic deprivation. The term is
not synonymous with the term "minority, " but given the comparative
economic advantage of racial/ethnic minorities; it is generally agreed
that a larger proportion of these subpopulationsAsians, blacks; Chi-
canos, and Native Americansare poorer than white Americans.
Because of their high correlations with income, 'education and sociol- /
economic status are other frequently used indicators. See the follow,/
ing references for more discussion of the economically based definition
of poverty: Childers, 1973; ',Hsia 1973; Harrington,1962.
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effectiveness of his communication attempts to the poor. Yet, if anything, the

current literature suggests that the entire issue of "how do we reach the poor"

is in 0 state of almost spontaneous combustien. On the one hand, we appear

to know a lot about the context within which the poor receive and process mes-

sages] On the other hand, we seem to know very little. The recent literature

documents failure after failure in attempts to communicate to the urban poor.

The literatUre even shows the beginnings of an upheaval in the accepted way of

looking at the whole issue. In the meantime, the practitioner--the well-meaning

professional or agency representative who wants to help--is left with relatively

- little guidance for his attempts.

The purpose of thisTapee is to review the literature which describes the
ss, .

communication systems of the urban poor, to assess why that literature has not been .

more helpful, and to summarize the most recent work, .which appears to be offering

both a more helpful perspective and more helpful data.

The Current Focus: Information Poverty

It isgenerally agreed,that the important commodity of communications is informa-

tion.' As Schramm wrote in a recent undergraduate textbook on communication,
e,

"Information is the stuff of communication" (1973, p. 38). Yet, if one had to choose
;.

one single statement that best sums up what the literature, to date, has said about

the communication systems of the urban poor, that statement would be: The poor are

-caught in a vicious cycle of "information povertY." 4 The poor have less developed

infrmation-processing skills than the nonpoor. F They live in a homOgeneous

environ nt. Their daily contacts are people lif<e themselves. The media they use

5
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are high in entertainment value and low in information value. They have few

organizational ties. Their contacts with helping agencies are for crisis-only

purposes. They do not trust and do norrely on expert resources. In short, they

aid extremely hard to teach .*

This portrait ofInformation poverty applies to all levels of communication'

amongst the poor--intrapersonar, Interpersonal, mass, and organizations

of these areas will'be reviewed in him below.

Each. .

Intrapersonal communication. If it is true, as -mpnyluggest,.5 that information

is "power': and that people cope better when they have access to information, then

by external standards of society, the poor are "information poor" indeed. The lit-
-

erature concurs in presenting a portrait of the poor as having fewer and less sophis-

floated information-processing skills. Study after study show that those with the

lower educational; socioeconomic, and income levels are less infornitd generally,
i

#
less likely.to be information seekers, and less able to find information in the rare

instances when they make attempts.6 It is in the context of such findings that

recent research has posited and confirmed a lenowledge gap" phenomerwn w4ich
. ,

suggests that the poor get information-poorer as the rich get information-richer.
, .. 1

\
Thus, as the mass 7edia and other channels infuse more and more information into

.1

the social system, th6se segments of the population with higher socioeconomic

*In order to limit the number of citations necessary for this review,
citations will be made only to the comprehensive literature reviews
NO-tich,clocument.points discussed here (i.e., Childers, 1973;' Dervin
and Greenberg, 1972; 'Greenberg and Dervin., 1970; Dervin, 1976e;
HSia,,1973; Hurwitz, 1975). Other citations will be referenCed
when'they are not listed in these available reviews.
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status ten4 to acquire information at a faste't rate tha the gap iri knowledge in-
..

creases rather than decreases/

Theie findings are additionally supported by a complek if findings,,dealing with

the motivations and aspirations of the poor. The poor are d scribed as not only

being less able to deal with the information-Processing deman s of urban life but also

as less willing Studies show the poor as seeing less value in i formation than the

nonpoor. Many attribute this to the vicious Cycle of poverty m rked by alienation,

resignation,
-

d fatalism. 8

lnterperso, al communication. The portrait of the low "inform ion potential "
.

1presented by research that has focused on the information-processin skills of-the
s.

poor is complemented by research that has focused gn the interperson I communica-

tion syste of the poor.9 The core finding is one that describes the ooras having

hamogeneo s interpersonal networks. Studies show the,poor as interact np with and
...

axial
seeking he p from people who are essentially like themselves--friends, lativps,.

I .

'neighbors The'main topics of conversation ate perional and focus on chi dren,

family, aid jobs. The style of communication is described as being more motional

and nonvgifbal and less factual. Whiletliere are some indigenous organiza ions such
"1.

as church and family organizations that serve as a focus of leadership, membership

in organizations is described generally as low, as is the availability of indigenous

leadership,

The picture that emerges, then, is one that shows the poor-as being locked into

interpersonal subcultural enclaves which carry with them very little information

that might make a difference in their lives. Some commentators have even labeled

the interpersonal communication environments of the urban poor as "urban villages"

0
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because of the similarities they see to' the pbOsant villages of nonurban societies.

.
In particular, they are concerned aboul the lack of interpersonal contact the poor

have. with the major,society. a

mass communication.. if the_poor have little interpersonal contact with the

major society,' the literature suggests that the.opposite is true for theirJnedio con-
- _

tact. The amount of media contact is large. The averageverage Urban poor odult, for

example, spends half a waking day on the media; Most of this time is spent on

electrOnic media, television in particular.

The poor, then, are not media-poor. Since Imo highly urbarand technologi-
.

.calsociety the media are one means of providing connections between citizens, it

is not unexpected that in the early years of the "war on poverty, " the media were

seen as a tool for breaking through the "information void" of the poor. The brunt

of the evidence, however, suggests that the ways in which the poor make uss'of

media simply add to the informcrtic7 vacuu.m."

The urban poor are described; aver and aver again, as high users of television

and low users of newspapers and magazine!. The average low-income adult spends

4 to 6 hours a day on television and less than I hour per week on. newspapers and

magazines; in contrast, general population oats spend 2 to 3 hOurs a dayon tele-

vision and 1/2 to I hour a day on print media.I2 The evidence ftither shows that

the poor, in contrast to other citizens, are more likely tot elieve that television

presents an accurate portrayal of reality and," lessons" that can be usefully applied

to their own lives.

Thus, the evidence shows that the poor use and rely most on the very mass
Aw

medium which, according to considerable evidence and commentary, has the least

4.
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information potential: While television presents a great deal of Information on

approvd societal ends (e.g., having a good home, being healthy), it is the
..)

print media which present informationonI
alternative means (e.g., ways of get-

ting a good home, ways of being heaithy).13' , Further evidence confirms that it

is the high-print-media users who are better informed on a wide variety of topics,

better able to obtain information, and better able to resolve theirproblems. 14

What begins to accumulate in the li4rature, thus, is evidence of a kind of

"Catch 22." The interpersonal contacts of the poor are homogeneous and lack- '

ing in diverse informational content. But the media Contacts of the poor are also
.69

J hoTogeneous and lacking in informational content. The one exception to this
°. ...

pattern is the emphasis in the .media selections of the poor on .."subculturolly re-

levant" materials.15 A number of studies have found that the consistently

show apreferencefor media presentatioris designed to'meet theicspecial sub-
.

cultural needs. In the same manner that classical musk devOtees show consistent

use of classical musk radio ,-low- income blacks, for example, show more use of

black-oriented radio. The evidence suggests, however, that this specialized

media selection increases contact only within the yaiious subcultures of the'poor

and notbetween the poor and the major society.

Organizational communication. It is within the coritext of the highly hilmo-

kigiagoortntrapersonal, interpersonal, and mass-communication contacts of the

urban poor that the various social service agencies attempt to deliver their 'help."
41.

There is little doubt that most of*these attempts are well-meaning. ,It is recognized

that in mass, urban societiesmost resources are controlled and provided by large-
..

. . e .
scale organizations and that those who are not in the mainstre m and who lack

*.
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influence in these Organizations nee assistance both in having their voices heard

and in obtaining the resources they need.

Despite welt-meaning intent,'howevtr, the evidence confirms a two-way break
.

down in communication between pogr clients and their human service agency "care-

takers."

.

H 16ers. The poor little use and do not trust the very agenciei designed to help
,

them.. Tile evidence across studies shows that the poop use intimate sources rather

than expert sources.

for crisis situations.

Agencies and professionals, in fact, are used as a last resort,

Agencies are often,viewed as confining, -manipulating exploiters

rather than as helpers. Agency attempts to personalize their communication efforts

by using local intermediaries often fail because the intermediaries are seen as having

"sold out. " The data, in fact,, show that in a very brief time these agency - appointed

opinion leaderslake on values and perspectives closer to those of agency personnel

than those of the poor.

Analysis of how the human service agencies operate does not improve this picture.

Considerable evidence suggests that the agencies,do little ,to alleviate built-in
A

barriers to agency use by the poor. While it is acknowledged that the.poor are not

trained in 'handling the red tape -and technical language of bureaucratic mazes, these

obstacles still remain. Evidence also shows agency perionnel as stereotyping their

clients and basing thetriprograms on one-way messages rather than two-way give -and-

take. This charge is pafticularly aplied to the issue of how agencles.show ?hey are °.

accountable to their poor clients. Most accountability measures are baisecT on institu-

tionatly-relevant measures rather than on measures that would be either of interest or

understandable to the pOor.I7 There are also charges of secrecy and attempts to

withhold service from difficult cases so that' year-end service records can lisf more

10
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successes.
.

Finally, even when'effective help is delivered, the-evidence shows that it

is done.so in a human service delivery.sys:tem beset with inefficiency and ra p-
.

ant duplication of-services. Studies show, for example; that finding the "r° ht"
. ,

.
helper for a given client often requires several' attempts through the agency maze.

While many agency personnel are highly specialized, they often end up Provid:

tor
ing assistance:in areas outside their speciality because of the difficulty in making .

the system accessible to those it is supposed to serve.

The.Failure of the Current Focus

Given the portrait presented above, what is the practitioner-communicator to
/

do? The guidance available in the literature is meager and inferential. Mandates

.
are made: Use relevant role models, embed your message in entertaining appeols,

find local intermediaries and remember to change them often, At base, though,
t

the most common prescription for the communicator remains now as it has been since
/

communications research began to come into its own.I8 The communicator is told:

Yetrannot expect to get through easily. Use simple messages and use ,them.pften.
. _

Redundancy is yoUr best bet.

These prescriptions him out to be of little help, Particularly when one is faced

. .
with the almost overwhelmingly circular nature of the "information void" within

which the poor are seer( as.residing. While the available research may provide de-
.

...
scriptions bf the communication environments of the poor as seen by ckitsiders, it

.

provides very little understanding of how to communicate Helpfully; In fact, the

sane proctilioher who accepts these findings should prpoba6ly just give up.

.
. .

. 11
. .

..
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It is at this point, Kowever, that the question sh uld be..askedis Should we

accept the fihdings? True, the findings are internal ly consistent. If one

stands ir-Othe shoes of an agency practitioner who wa h to get a`message

through to the poor, the findings hang together we1j, and ;uggest the impossi-'

bility of the task.. If, on the-other hand, one steps into the shoes of one of

"them " -=a poor person -one might not feel is uninformed and undiverse and

t
uricoping as the literature suggests. 14

Communications researchdrs are just now coming to grips both with their .

failure to provide guidance for communicating'and with the overwhelmingly

.-dismal picture they. have developed of Communication potential. The result,
,

in the.most recent literature, is a kind of chaotic tension. What begins to

emerge isia series of challenges, not so much against the available research

as against the premises and assumptions thqt have guided both that research

and the design of service delivery agencies in Western societies.I9- .

These assumptions can best be. summarized as "we to them" rather than

"we with them." It is assumed, for example, that- we, externalobserversp-

can designate groups of people as relatively homogeneous audiences.' It is

assumed that we can then commanicate to those audiences as if they were

. members of a community: It is assumed that income is a relevant criterion,
for audience designation, it is assumed that we have something Of Value-:--7

inforrnation:--to offer to members of these ciudientes. It is assumed, that be-

cause our information is valuable the transfer of it to members of this audience

-should in itself be, helpful,.

12
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in the context of such assumptions, it is not surprising that both communica-

tions researchers and practitioners- appear, in retrospect, to have beaten a dead

horse into the ground. Upon finding evidence of failure, the question _has been:

"How can we do it better?" not "Are we asking the wrong questions?" The time

has now come for asking better questions. .
., .1.,.. ,

. .

:L.Who are the poor? The available literature-4n the communication systems of
. .

the poor is in agreement that the.poor are persons with low income, education, and

socioeconomic status. 015Stiously, there are contexts within which such a designa-

tion is useful. One ex/ample is in creating fairer distribu'tion of resources in society.

The important issue now being raised in the literature, however, is whether this
.

externally impossed creation of a public on the basis of such demographic descrip-

tors is useful in cornmunicating.2° The assumption behind this creation Is that

one can somehow plan communication attempts tothe poor as if the members of so-

ciety so designated form a unified public. Concessions are made to various ethnic/

'racial differences in designating various subgroyps of the poor; but the pattern of

.isolating,subgroups based on demographic characteristics is standard.

On the surface, the practice looks useful. it allows agencies, for example, to

demand that the poor speak in a unified voice, and thus reduces the number of voices

agencies must Wen to. it aHow's for the development of-unified messages and thus

reduces effort.

The pro6lem,, however, is that the designation of the poor as a unified-audience

is externally imposed., While the cpnCept "poor " is relevant to agencies who Must

meet
3-
mandates f it may or may not be relevant of a aiven moment in time to individual

. ..recsplents ofgency messages. The act of communicating bassymbolit 'consequences.

13
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,
Thus, the impact occurs within the individual who communipates (e.g., thinks,

reads, views, pays attention) in the process of making personal sense out of his

-
id .21'world. . The process of making sense is time-space botind. Each individual

must create his own sense for his own unique situation at particular moments in

time, for itis that indiyidual who has to cope with self as he continues to move
,

,
through time-:'space.-

Given this reality, to plan and,,ty to understand communication based on ex-

ternally irbpdsed across -time -space attributes` such as demography can be nothing

mote than stereotyping. Increasingly, one ends literature that concurs. A

common charge is that communication attempts to reach the poor are designed to

impose programs based on external values rather than to help individual members

Of the "poor" meet their own objectives. :22

C
The use of across-time-space attributes as predictors of communication behavior

is not- a weakness of poverty research alone.

research and practice iri,all areas. It is part

The approach pervades communication
A

of the communicator's attempt to

,7
achieve-control in communication situations. If one can describe the pdor as usually

being this way or that, then control seen as more easily obtained,.

Perhaps the most common manifestation of this approach is the emphasis -in, the
14,

literature on. the "culture of poverty.. ". Here the r are described, supposedly on .

o

..9, /
the basis'of large quantities of empirical evidence, as being caught in:a vicious

.-
.'

,, 23 ,--

cycle of alienation and fatalism. Often the "culture" is used as an explanation.

for why the poor are not information seekers. Then, the fact that the poor are not

informatiOn seekers is offered as another reason why they are.cfught in the "culture."

And seethe circle goes.

14
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Social scientists have just begun to catch on to the tautology of this line of

reasoning. If the poor are studied primarily in the context of the normative-goals.

of_agencies, thenihe poor will not, of course, be activeinformation seekers. If

the poor do not achieve on.normatively defined standards of success, by definition
l

they become alienated. The results, even though backed-by a great deal of quanti-

fative evidence, support a myth. Some .observerreven accuse entire research

approach as being designed to promote and maintain the status qi.ro of keeping the

4 . -
poor( poor: charge that positing a psyhologically based Culture of

. poverty takes the onus off the system.. Instead, they assert that the so-called power-

lessness of the poor has tangible, real -worldsoots that the major society creates

i)and imposes. 2:5 .

, Beyond this specific challenge is a general call for situationally based research. 26
.

This alternative approach says that the poor are not all alike and that the only effec-

tive v;,-ay of understanding their communication behaviors is in the confext 'of the

.
'teal -world situlations. in'which they see themselves. There may well :be Sub grouprof

"poor" who have similcir situational orientations.., These orientations, however, cannot
,

be inferred from demographic, or personality attributes imposed by`outsiders: Rather,-

situational assessments can only be made by participants.
1

One of the most unfortunate outcomes of the use of externally applied definitions
J

of poverty is that we have no more understanding today than we did 10 to 15 years ago

of how to use communication to intervene usefully in individual attempts to make,

persona' I sense while coping with or trying to change the situational conditions that

_

constitute poverty. Because we have not looked at situational orientations, we can
.

6cireiNvjew geneializations from. research focusing on-one societal. subgroup that are

15
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iuseful for another group. In the process, we have missed tl1ie fact that' virtually

everyone at some time finds himself-in situations to which. e responds fatalisti7

cally. 27 No matter who is participant, studying human

situational conditions can provide us with lessons about co

sponse to these

munication.

How communication helps? Thp assumption that whe communicating it is
.4 r

. ( -..

useful ro define, audiences.on the bash of externally impel' d across-time-space .
..

attributes is but one of the assumptions that has hindered t e abili4f of communica7

tions research to be helpful not just in the poverty, arena b t in other arenas as well.

Essentially, communications research and-the practitioner rts It serves (e.g.,t,

journalism, public relations) have taken on a transmission mentality. The source

is seen as someone who hasqaluable information fo "transmit. " 28 The problem

is defined as one of getting that valuable information to,clesignatect receivers. Re-,

ceivers, unfortunately, appear recalcitrant, so a- large body, of data has developed

indicating\ that the problem is getting the message around all the formidable barriers
4

ir

that receivers raise. The assamed intent is usually one of Persuasion. In the poverty

'research arena, the perivasive intent is not of selling producis, 'Rather, it is one

of sell ah asturned 'Detter-Way of life.

When if comes to applying the results of such research to the here-aand-now

demands of communicating, one'finds relatively little help. The problem, of course,

is that the normative model doesn't fit the way communication really works. People

are not recalcitront receivers rejecting helpful messages. 29 Rather, they are

individuals bound into unique time-space contexts. They are coping the best they

can. They cope,on the basis of the understandings they have. When these understand-
.

ings no tanger work, 30 they create (by thinking, for example) or seek (by reading,

')

,.
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,viewing, 'asking,, for example) new understandings. .Since life is/ "inherently

unmanageable, " 31 they tinderstancl-,3ften, it seems, better than rese. archers

dothat they must make their-own sense. External information may be helpful -

a,

but if so i is because they made it so. Since circumstances are ever-changing,

no amount of external information can ever give,absolute answers in the arena

of living.

This perspective on communication holds up to view myria'd weaknesies in

the accepted approach to attempts to understand 'how the poor receive and pro-

cess messages. The current approach assumes a one-way communication process

instead of acknowledging the active individual--the receiverwho by virtue of

his ability to pay attention or not has ultimate contro1,40f himself. The approach

ignores the fact that in order for an individual to make use of messages, the,

individual must inform himself withinthe context of his own experience, This

informing process requires behavior--not lust attending, but thinking, interpret-

ing,'questioning, applying. The approach ignores-tile fact that attitude change

and arbitrary, information gain 0-e not the only possible consequences of communi-

cating and may, indeed, be less useful consequences to focus on. Individuals

will find thenvelves informed helpfully not because they gained knowledge or

changed attitudes but because they gained understandings, reasons, reassurances,

motivations, instructions, clarifications, visions, possibilities, dreams,

Perhaps most important of.all, the approach has essentially ignored the fact

that if a charge of "inforMation vacuum" is to be

to agencies as well as to the poor. Commentator

put forth, the'charge can apply

after commentator agrees that.

4

3
much as the poor need "information," the system needs "communiccition invention." 32

17
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What' is needed is wa in which diverse people can speak and be heard, partici-
,. ,.

pole and have impact, k questions of individual importance an become informed.

These are all meaningful places of focus for communication rese rchers and practi-°

tioners

1.

Some Alternative Approaches

A number of researchers haye begun the slow andisometi

breaking out of the infor ion poverty tautologyg Since mast of the work is recent

in origin, progress is slow Despite this, there have already emerged some important

s painful process

findings--findings which begin to dispel some illusions about the poor.,

One important set of studies confronts directly the notion that it is only better-

floated, more well -to-dol individualp who are active infdrmation seekers.

*

Genova and Greenberg (1977) found that interest was a far better
(4.

predict& of knowledge of two news events than \education. In-

terest in this case was measured in terms of the impact the event

had onthe individual '6 own life and relevance to the interpersOnal

networks the individual considered important. Education did riot

correlate to interest. Further, the / correlation between interest

and knowledge was strongest for the kind of knowledge which fits

better the notion of being infOrmed--structiural knowledkor
1

knowledge about the whys and hows'of the events in contrast to

factual knowledge..
a

Clarke and Kline (1974) charged that the studies, that show that .

,

18
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'education affects learning while media use does not are spurious

because educators ask only abOut the kinds of learning which

they think are important. Further, they said, media use is usually

asured in a vacuum rather than in the context of topics of

interest to the respondent. Clark and Kline nfeasured "message

-scriminationn'in the media, or the extent to which the citizen

I

.
t

unearthed media messages pertaining to his own interest in

A problems he thought the government should solve. Their correla- ,

',flan of message discrimination to learning (information holding)

was considerably Jarger than the correlation of education to
,

,,information holding.

1

Do;ohue et al. (1975) pinpointed a number of conditions under

which the knowledge gap closes. One of these was in the.cafte

of crisis issues involving' all members of 'a community. Another

was in the case of issues involving local conflicts.

Edelstein (1974) found that some of his illiterate adilts became

litette when they found .3 need to rect0,zant ads in order to get

a lob.

Ihis particular research elnphasis pits education (one indicator of poverty) against

individual respondent orientations and situational perceptions and asks the question
1 "-

"Who wins?" To date, the uniqire respondent-with his unique interests has won.

19
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'Antitfier Fine'of research hai\gxplicitly sought to unearth information showing

differences within homogeneous poverty samplei.

Derwin (1971) found a high degree of diversity in the complexity

of knowledge dbout consumer credit that-her low-income black

respondents had.

Bishop and McMartin (1973) divided their low=income, low-educated .

respondents into types based on their orientations on two dimensions.

One dimension focused on the degree of contact the individual had

beyond his immediate family. The other dimension focused tn the

degree to which the-individual's opinions were person-oriented (i.e.,

based on moralistic judgments of people) or issues-oriented (based on

judgments of specific failures in the system). C3.1 the'basis of these

two dimensions, Bishop and McMartin arrived at'four respondent types:

.
"traditional" (low outside contact, person-oriented); "parochial"

(high outside contact, person-oriented); "Iocalite" (low outside

contact, issues-oriented); "modern" (high outside' contact, issues-
.

oriented).. Using this typology, these researchers found2considerable

differences in media use and information seeking. Their modern

respondents, for example, used more print-media and paid high

attention to news content. In contrast, their traditional respond-

ents preferred radio and looked for entertainment content.

Localitesalio preferred radio butlocused on local news, -Bishop

/,

2-0
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and Mt Martin concluded th;t their respondents picked and chose

their media and their media content to satisfy specific life-style

dernanas.*:

While these studies sere the purpose of beginnihg to show diversity within the

so-called poor; their shortcoming is the lack ofa respondent-defined and thus
4 4

respondent-relevant focus. Dervin arbitrarily imposed consumer-credit as an issue

while Bishop and McMartin imposed an across-time-space-belief measure. Another

v line of relevant research has not looked at poor respondents per,se but has developed

situationally based typologies which have the ring of an analog to the "culture of

poi.rerty" notion.
4

Grunig (Grunig, 1976; Greni,g and Disbrow, 1977) developed a

situational typology based on two dimensions. One dimension--

problem recognitionfocused on the extent to which a per'seo
t

recognizes that something is lacking in a situation so that he stops

to think about secePhd dimensionexistence Of, constraints --

focused on extent to which a person perceives a situation as allow=

,

ing Mm a choice' free. from constrajrits which he; ,acting along, can

control. The juxtaposition of these two dimensions created a

typology of four types, labeled in terms of whether individuals who

fit the type will process and/or seek information.,--The juxtaposition

of high constraint with high problem recognition was labeled "con-
,

strained"; high constraint with low problem recognition,' "fatalistic";

low constraint with high problem recognition, "problem7facing"; and

21
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4low constraint with low pf6lolemr ret-ogTil titM, ftroutine habit."

, Grunig expects differences in communication bilhaviOr

to. depend on whether individuals-see themselves in situations
T

that require movement and 'wliether they see themselves as free
_-- - .. .

.

to move. As an example of his numerous findings, .

studies in this line of work showed that individuals in fatal,-

istic situations ware least likely to seek or process informa-
,

tion while individuals in both problem-facing and ccnstrained

situations were most likely. Individuals in constrained situa-
=

tions were of interest because they actively communicated in

order to seek information on how to eliminate fhe constraints

-
that b ocked them. Whether the individual who saw himself.

N ,.
. -

,
in a routine habit situation communicated or

,
not depeOed on

'' I.
whether he had 'a rUle-of,..fhunib for the situation-bas d on pest

. '
experience. If hedid, he was more likely to corn unicate in

. -

order to reinforce'previous evaluations of similar sit ions. ,

Dervin et al. (1976) developed o related situirtional4y gy

based on individual perceptions of situational movement. A

"decision" situation is one in which the individual sees him=

self as having to,choose between two or more options for move-

a

ment. A 'barrier" state is one in vkich the individual- has a
. .

goal but something (a barrier) stands betWeen him. and his goal.. 4.
.A' 4 ....

A "worry" state is one in which the individual has no,direction
\

'22 .
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for movement and sees himself as out of control. A "problema-;

.1
tic" state is one in which the individual is moving in a direction

but the choice is.out of his control arZhe has accepted this lack

of control. Finally, a "comprehension" situation is a detour from

movement at a point when the individual has seen a need to in-

form himself, learn things, or get a n w ,understanding prior to

continuing movement. Results oirthis work to date_show-that-----...s, . 1

an individub4 move time-spa e he moves in and out'of

these different situational states. A
I

roublesome event may start

out like a worry, turn_into a decision, and svddenly become

problematic. The situational types have been shown to be good

predictors of the quality of communiation behaviors. As examples

of the. findings: People who see themselves qt a given point in

ems'
time in decision situations ask More /questions about options. In

contrast, those who see themselves,in barrier situations ask more --I'
-

questions about, ways to get around barriers, while those in
:

.

-4

,

problematic Situations ask more qu stions about reasons, causes,,

.and motives. People in worry situ tions ask about how to control.

self. People in comprehension sit-Lotions ask more questions about
b - / , '

the nature of the system. .

Both these approaches ore entirely situa ionally bound. Both are attempting to

construct a way of looking at situational perceptions which. wi II provide here-and-
,

,now predictability of communication behav

'

23

ors. 33 In both these approaches,
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while one readily sees the analog to some of the notions used to describe the culture

of poverty, one 'also can readily see that any individual --rich or poor, educate

not--moves, as life circumstances move, from one of these situation types to another.

One day on ondsissue ai individual might be fatalistic or worried. On another day

and another issue, the same individucil may be constrained or blocked by borders.

The kinds of questions the individual asks, the things that will help him become in-

formed, the commtinicating he does, all will depend on wheree sees himself in

time-space. \.

Only one study was found that explicitly applied the situational approach to a

comparison between low-income and general population respondents.

Dervin et al. (1976) did an in-depth analysis of how low-income

Asian and black respondents and general population respondents

informed themselves gas they moved through recent troublesome

situations. Each respondent defined his own situation. The ques-

tionnaire then asked for respondent reports on situation perceptions,

situationsfaciing, and information seeking. The results were most

"\emarkable in their lack of differences. There war little difference

acrossiamplesjn whether respondents saw resolutions andinforma7,

tion as accessible to them. There was little difference in how they

faced their situations. The most consistent pattern of differences

was quantitative. The low-income respondents articulated fewer

situations, saw fewer people as involved irtheir situations, saw

fewer:connections between their situations and other events, used

fewer tactics for coping, andsoughtless information. Whild-lhe

24
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quantitative-differena-es-ivere- c
,

a great deal:Of information seeking on the part of low-income

respondents-. The low-income respondents placed different empha-

sis on the kinds of questions they wanted answers to in their situa-

Hons. They were nitre likely than general, population respondents

to Want to know the reasons and causes behind events. The low-

incom e adults also evaluated whether information found, or tactics

tried were helpful on different criteria than did the general popu-

lation. The low.-income adults more often assessed Whether some--

-. : .

-,thing helped in terms of whether it
°provided social support and

encouragement. They were less likely than general popOlation .

re'spondentsto evaluate in terms of whether they were helped in

planning strategies. Low-income blacks were also much less like-

ly to evaluate on the basis of Whether a situation was reso lved or
. ,

pi-Ogress WO made toward resolution. Further analysis of this data

supports the notion that these differences in question types and

evaluation bases are more strongly related to situation perceptions

than to race or income.
r 4

In sum, recent studies are making a helpful dent in the dismal picture developed
. .

of the noninformation-seeking poor. Interests and situational perceptions are better,

predictors of information seeking than education. The information -seeking behaviors

of the supposedly undiverse poor can be differentiated ifane asks better questions.
4

If one focuses on situational perceptions, one sees patterns of communicating that
c

make sense in terms of these. perceptions. People with problems to solve and ba4iers

25
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in front of them try to get around them People 'who see an outsider's problem as

At. irrelevant, and the barriers the outsider sees as fonexistent, do nothing. People
0-- \

embedded in situations important to them do a lot of communicating. With o

situationally based approach, n approach that does not assume that the trans-
.

O

mission of information is what ommunicationis all about, we can learn

is helpful to the well-mea i g practitioner.

As communication researchers. attempt to expand on gaint made in these

lot that

recent studies, practitioners may be impatient for answers In this contexi., it is

wise to recall, that the assumptions about the poor and the sumptions abat the

nature of communications which current research is trying o beat down are not

merely the inventions of researchers Rather, they are lo -held, pervasive

assumptions of West r ociety.' They are assumptions that have guided the design

.of most human service delivery institutions in the United States. There is much,'

therefore, for both practitioner and researcher to learn. A6ncl1 there Is much to do

cu we face the full implications of these long-held assumptions. As we begin to

fully understand that we communicate with people and not to them, we will find

the need to invent new procedures for communicating, procedures which acknow-,

ledge how p;ople actually communicate rather tha;) how fantasy wishes they did.
:

---r
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FOOTNOTES °

1. A number of authors raised these questions explicitly. 'See, in particular,
Midura's (1971) Why, aren't we getting through? The urban communication

s Crisis.

2. This point is docu,mented In Greenberg and Dervin,' 1970;

3. For comprehensive literature reviews, see: Childers, 1973; Dervin, 1976er.,

Greenberg and Dervin,

4. The term 'ilhformation poverty" is Childers (1973). Many.sodial sdientists
have referred, to the "informer n void" Within which the poor are seen as
living. See, in particular berg and Dervin 1970,,and Dervin and
Greenberg 1972 for reviews.

5. . The idea that information is valuable fa' coping is common. The idea is
presented quite explicitly-by Childers, P773; Dervin, 1976e; Dahl, 1970;
Hurwitz, 1975;' Schramm, 1973: The assump+ions behind this idea are
challenged in a later section of this paper. For a detailed challenge of
the assumptions, see: Dervin, 1976a; Dervin et al., 1976.

1

6. Theie findings are widely supported. See: Childers, 1973; Dervin and
Greenberg, .1972;,: Greenberg and Dervin, 1970; Hurwitz, 1975; Warner
et al., 1973,

7. The 1,4043wledge gap" hypotheNs was. presented and-confirmed in this form
by Tichenor-ef Tidhenor and his colleagues (Donohue et al.,
1975;-Tichenor et "al., 1973), as well as other researchers (Genova and
Greenberg, 1977), have done iesearch modifying the hypdikesis., These
developments' are discussed in a later section of this paper.

. See Childers (1973) crud Greenberg and Dervin (1970) for reviews relating
to these points.

9. For references focusing on interpersonal comfitunications amongst the urban
poor, see: Childers,- 1973; Dervin and Greenberg, 1972; Greenberg and
Dervin; 1970; Flea, 1973; Hurwitz, 1975; Warner et al.; 1973.

10. The term "urban village" is Gans 11962) applied to a low-income enclave
of Italian Americans.,
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11, For comprehensive review/5 of studies dealing with media behaviors of
the poor, see: Childers, 1973; Dervin and Greenberg, 1972; Green-
berg and Dervin, 1970; Greeni)efg, 1971; Hurwitz, 1975; Kassarjian,
1973. Recent studies not mentioned in these reviews include: BOgart,
1972; Hsia, 1973.

12. 'These findings come from Greenberg, Greenberg and Dervin, 1970.
:A1

13. For a discussion of this specific pint, see'Dervin, 1971i Dervin and
Greenberg, 1972.

i4. This finding is tautological.,,however. It is better educated citizens
who use print media. It is also better educated citizens who more
frequently solve their problems. For a recent study focusing on these
relationships, see Tan and Vaughn, 1976.

15. A number of researchers have focused specifically on the use of "sub-
cultural" materials. See, in particular: Greenberg and Dervin, 1970
Kassarjian, 1973; Surlin, 1972.

'16. The term "caretakers" is Gans (1962). References used to develop the
portrait of "organizational" communication include: Childers, 1973;
Dervin, I976e; Dervin and Greenberg, 1972; Greenberg and Dervin,
1970; Hurwitz, 1975; Mann, 1973:

o

a

17. This is a general problem of human service delivery. For a discussion
of the issue in the context of information services, see Dervin, 1977;
Zweizig and Dervin, 1977.

18. The problem of why messages do not get through has plagued communica-
tions research. For relevant discussions, see ,Bauer, 1971; Dervin, I976d;
Klapper, 1960.

19. The most articulate statements of the assumptions that have hindered
comIunications research are available in the work of Carter. See

citations in references. For a recent detailed discussion of these
assumptions, see Dervin 1976a.

20. A number of obse ers re making this argument. One eloquent argu-
ment comes from n n (1971) who'suggests that officials are using
geographically base definitioni of publics based on a social order that
has not existed since 1910.

28
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21-." The perspective on communication offered in this paper rests heavily
A on the situational approach to communicating being developed at the

University of Washington School of Communications. A particular
debt is owed to the theoretical work of Richard Carter. See citations
in References, particularly Carter (1973) which focuses on qommunica-

.
tion as behavior. See also citations for Dervin, Edelstein, and Stamm.

i. 22. This point is made in particular by Hsia, 1973; Mann, 1973.

23. Rogers (1976) suggested that this focus is parri:f the U.S. penchAt for
blame-laying (i.e., blame the victini);/-

24. See,/in particular: Elliott, 19740-lea, 1973;. Main, 1973; Mathiason,
-1969; Nordenstreng, 1977; Roling et al ., 1976; Rogers, 1976.

25. ft is in 'rig that most of these challenges come from non:-American
fele 1who have attempted to apply American-style communication
c:chelinefforts.to help their countries' underprivileged or peasantry.

ee; for"eieample: Beltran, ,1976; Diaz Bordenave, 1976; Nordenstreng,
197; jloying et al:, 1976. Several studies suggest that there h purposive

-....
..' avdidanC--',Orr"establishment" media and experts not because of a lack of

interestsfri,,Irin9)0forined but because of ideological conflicts. (E. Green-
-berg, 1970-fltMtd Vaughn, 1976).

,,.., ... .

26.. The cati ior situationally based /Communication research is a growing move-
. ment:'-taPpelia, 1977; Davis, 1977; Dervin et al., 1976; Edelstein, 1974;
t -`, c.4.'unig,19730,1973b.; Interestingly, there is also a groiming call for
'.i.. :iaucitionally based psychological:thebry (Rotter et al., 1972).

27. dr (Grunig, 1976; Grunig and Disbrow, 1977) has developed a
sit4ion\-orientation typology which specifies,the conditions under which
an individual responds "fatalistically." This research is discussed in the
lost section of this paper.

28. The term is fireire's (1970). .

29. This brief perspective on not-so-recalaant receivers comes from an in-depth
study of how people use information in Coping with everyday troublesome
situatagns. See Dervin et.al.; 1976. _

A number of researchers suggest that individuals 'seek new sense only when
circumstances are such that they see their old sense as no longer working.
Carter (19731974a, 1974b, 1975a, 1975b,,,I976) refers to thjs as flee need"'
to bridge gaps, Giyen what he Calls the common condition of discontinuity,
making new sense is frequently required. See also: Davis, 1977; Dervin,
1976c; Grunig, 1973b; Stamen et al., 1976.

Q
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31. Kopp (1976) uses this phrase.

32: The need for 'the invention of viable two-way communication systems is
emphasized by a number of recent works. ,See, in particular, Grunig,
1973a; Hanson, 1971.

33. ,,Carter (personal communication, 1976) points out the need for the
development of then...then theory in communication rather than if...
then theory. The former is theory that focuses on the here-:and-now
realities of communicating. Situational structures and behaviors are
the predictors. The latter theory focuses on such across-time-space
predictors as demography, personality. Dervin discusses the distinc-
tion in some detail (Dervin, (976b; 1977).

4..
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